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Transgender Weightlifter Knocked Out of Olympics Early After Failing to Register a
Single Lift
Jack Davis - Sport

The first openly transgender athlete to compete in the Olympics is now out of any
running for a medal.

New Zealand’s Laurel Hubbard, a man who identifies as female, failed to complete a
single lift in three attempts Monday in the woman’s super-heavyweight category,

according to Yahoo Sports.

Hubbard, 43, who formerly competed as a man, failed to lift a 120-kilogram weight
(about 265 pounds). He managed to get a 125-kilogram load off of the mat, but the
judges ruled it no lift.
On Hubbard’s final attempt, he was unable to stand up with the 125-kilogram
weight above his head.
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He was the only of the 13 lifters competing not to have completed one lift.
Hubbard, who has kept a low profile since qualifying for the Olympics, spoke briefly
to the media afterward.

“Thank you so very much for your interest in my humble sporting performance
tonight,” he said. “I know from a sporting perspective I did not live up to the
standards I put upon myself.”

“I know my participation in these games has not been entirely without controversy,”
Hubbard said, citing “quite difficult times.” Hubbard thanked the International
Olympic Committee for the chance to compete against women.

He said the committee was “extraordinarily supportive and I think that they have
reaffirmed the principles of the Olympics that sport is something that all people
around the world can do, that it is inclusive and successful.” Hubbard made the
Olympics ahead of many female lifters, which caused controversy.
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New Zealand lifter Tracey Lambrechs said she was told to either retire or move to a
lower class once Hubbard began competing, according to The New York Times. She
said Hubbard denied women a chance to compete.
“We’re all about equality for women in sport, but right now, that equality has been
taken away from us,” Lambrechs said.

“Weight lifters come up to me and say, like, what can we do? Like, this isn’t fair,
what can we do? And unfortunately, there’s nothing we can do because every time we
try to voice it, we get told to be quiet,” she said.

Rapinoe and USWNT Knocked Out of Gold Medal Contention After Shock Loss
The Associated Press
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Canada's players celebrate, left, after beating Megan Rapinoe, right, and the U.S. in
their women's soccer semifinal match in the Tokyo Olympics at Ibaraki Kashima

Stadium in Kashima on Monday. (Kazuhiro Nogi - AFP / Getty Images; Francois Nel
/ Getty Images)

Jessie Fleming scored on a penalty kick in the 74th minute and Canada earned a 1-0
semifinal upset victory over the favored United States in the Olympic women’s soccer
competition on Monday.

It is the second straight Olympics that the United States has been knocked out of
contention for the gold medal match. The Americans were bounced from the 2016
Games by Sweden in the quarterfinals.

Canada had not won against the United States since 2001. Canada goes on to face
the winner of the late semifinal in Yokohama between Sweden and Australia. The gold
medal match is set for Friday at the Olympic Stadium in Tokyo.

The U.S. team goes on to play in the bronze medal match in Kashima on Thursday.
The Americans, who were vying for their fifth gold medal, had earned a spot in the
semifinals on a 4-2 penalty shootout after a 2-2 draw with the Netherlands on Friday.

But the U.S. team — which has made headlines for its political protests in recent
years — had an uncharacteristically uneven tournament, starting with a 3-0 loss to
Sweden that snapped a 44-game unbeaten streak, and a scoreless draw with Australia
in the group stage.

After a scoreless first half, Canada went up 1-0 in the 74th minute on Fleming’s
penalty against backup U.S. goalkeeper Adrianna Franch. Carli Lloyd hit the
crossbar in the 86th minute that came close to trying it. After the match, Lloyd knelt
on the turf with her head in her hands.

Starting goalkeeper Alyssa Naeher came down awkwardly trying to go up for the ball
in front of her goal in the 20th minute. Naeher was attended to by trainers for some
five minutes while the backup Franch warmed up. While she tried to stay in the game,
Naeher couldn’t continue and Franch was subbed into the game in the 30th minute.
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Naeher was key to the victory over the Dutch in the quarterfinals, with a penalty save
during regulation and two more in the deciding shootout.

Overall, the United States is 51-4-7 against Canada. The most recent meeting was a
1-0 U.S. victory at the SheBelieves Cup in February.

The previous Olympic meeting was back in 2012, a controversial semifinal match that
went to overtime. Canadian star Christine Sinclair scored three goals, but the United
States won it 4-3 on Alex Morgan’s header in the 123rd minute.

The controversy stemmed from questionable calls, including a rare six-second
violation against Canadian goalkeeper Erin McLeod late in regulation — touching off
a sequence that resulted in the tying goal.

Canada advanced 4-3 on a penalty shootout after a scoreless draw with Brazil in this
tournament. The Canadians have won the bronze medal in the past two Olympics.
The United States already advanced further in Japan than in the Rio Games, when the
team was eliminated in the quarterfinals by Sweden.

Coach Vlatko Andonovski has been creative with his lineups throughout the
tournament. On Monday, Lynn Williams, originally an alternate, started her second
straight game. Lloyd, Megan Rapinoe and Samantha Mewis were on the bench to
start.

Rapinoe had the game-clinching penalty kick against the Netherlands. She came in
early in the second half, along with Lloyd and Christen Press.

Lloyd fired off a shot in the 65th minute that forced Canadian goalkeeper Stephanie
Labbe to leap to push it over the crossbar. A short time later, Labbe stopped Julie
Ertz’s head off a corner from Rapinoe as the United States increased the pressure.
Fleming’s successful penalty chilled the Americans’ momentum.

Canada started Sinclair, the all-time leading international goal scorer among men or
women with 187 goals.

(The Western Journal has reviewed this Associated Press story and may have altered
it prior to publication to ensure that it meets our editorial standards.)

US, UK and Israel blame Iran for attack on Israeli-managed tanker
Iran lashed out at Israel and denied being involved.
Associated Press

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) – The United States has joined the United
Kingdom and Israel in accusing Iran of carrying out a deadly drone strike
that killed two aboard a tanker off Oman.
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U. S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken made the announcement in a statement
Sunday.

Blinken said: "Upon review of the available information, we are confident that Iran
conducted this attack, which killed two innocent people, using one-way explosive
(drones), a lethal capability it is increasingly employing throughout the region."

He added that there was "no justification for this attack, which follows a pattern of
attacks and other belligerent behavior."

This Jan. 2, 2016 photo shows the Liberian-flagged oil tanker Mercer Street off Cape
Town, South Africa. The oil tanker linked to an Israeli billionaire reportedly came
under attack off the coast of Oman in the Arabian Sea, authorities said Friday, July

30, 2021, as details about the incident remained few. (Johan Victor via AP)

Iran earlier denied being involved. Israel’s prime minister directly blamed Iran and
made a veiled threat about retaliating.

Calling it a "unlawful and callous attack," British Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab
said his country and its allies planned a coordinated response over the strike
Thursday night on the oil tanker Mercer Street. It marked the first-known fatal attack
after years of assaults on commercial shipping in the region linked to tensions with
Iran over its tattered nuclear deal.

While no one has claimed responsibility for the attack, Iran and its militia allies have
used so-called "suicide" drones in attacks previously, which crash into targets and
detonate their explosive payloads. However, Israel, the U.K. and the responding U.S.
Navy have yet to show physical evidence from the strike or offer intelligence
information on why they blame Tehran.

Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett went further than Raab in remarks Sunday at a
Cabinet meeting, making a point to stare directly into the camera and slowly warn:
"We know, at any rate, know how to convey the message to Iran in our own way."



In this photo provided by the U.S. Navy, sailors assigned to an explosive ordnance
unit board an MH-60S Seahawk helicopter on the flight deck of aircraft carrier USS
Ronald Reagan to head to an oil tanker that was attacked off the coast of Oman in the
Arabian Sea on Friday, July 30, 2021. (Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class

Quinton A. Lee/U.S. Navy, via AP)

The drone attack blasted a hole through the top of the oil tanker’s bridge, where the
captain and crew command the vessel, a U.S. official said. The official spoke on
condition of anonymity as an investigation into the attack still was ongoing. The blast
killed two crew members from the United Kingdom and Romania.

The Navy said the American nuclear-powered aircraft carrier USS Ronald Reagan
and the guided missile destroyer USS Mitscher escorted the Mercer Street as it
headed to a safe port. On Sunday, satellite-tracking information from
MarineTraffic.com showed the tanker stopped off the coast of Fujairah in the United
Arab Emirates.
In his statement, Raab said it was "highly likely" Iran attacked the tanker with one or
more drones.

"We believe this attack was deliberate, targeted and a clear violation of international
law by Iran," he said.

“Iran must end such attacks, and vessels must be allowed to navigate freely in
accordance with international law."



Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett attends a cabinet meeting at his office in
Jerusalem, Sunday, Aug. 1, 2021. (Abir Sultan/Pool Photo via AP)

Earlier, Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh described the
allegation Iran carried out the attack as "baseless."

"It’s not the first time that the Zionist regime occupying Jerusalem has made such
empty accusations against the Islamic Republic of Iran," Khatibzadeh said.

"Wherever this regime has gone, it has taken instability, terror and violence with it."
He added: "Whoever sows the wind shall reap the whirlwind."

Khatibzadeh spoke around an hour after Iran’s outgoing president acknowledged that
his government at times "did not tell part of the truth" to the public during his term.

In this photo provided by the U.S. Navy, sailors on board an MH-60S Seahawk
helicopter on the flight deck of aircraft carrier USS Ronald Reagan prepare to head
to an oil tanker that was attacked off the coast of Oman in the Arabian Sea on Friday,

July 30, 2021.

An attack on an oil tanker linked to an Israeli billionaire killed two crew members off
Oman in the Arabian Sea, authorities said Friday, marking the first fatalities after
years of assaults targeting shipping in the region. (Mass Communication Specialist
2nd Class Quinton A. Lee/U.S. Navy, via AP)

From Jerusalem, Bennett offered condolences to both the United Kingdom and
Romania for the killing of their citizens. He said Israeli intelligence had evidence
linking Iran to the attack, but did not offer it.

"Iran is the one who carried out the attack against the ship," he said.

"Iran’s aggressive behavior is dangerous not only for Israel, but harms global
interests in the freedom of navigation and international trade."

Other Israel-linked ships have been targeted in recent months as well amid a shadow
war between the two nations, with Israeli officials blaming the Islamic Republic for
the assaults. Shipping in the region began being targeted in the summer of 2019,
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about a year after then-President Donald Trump unilaterally withdrew America from
Iran's nuclear deal with world powers.

Israel meanwhile has been suspected of conducting a series of major attacks in Iran
and on Iranian shipping. Also, Iran saw its largest warship recently sink under
mysterious circumstances in the nearby Gulf of Oman.

The Mercer Street, owned by Japan's Taihei Kaiun Co., is managed by London-based
Zodiac Maritime, part of Israeli billionaire Eyal Ofer’s Zodiac Group. In early July,
the Liberian-flagged container ship CSAV Tyndall, once tied to Zodiac Maritime,
suffered an unexplained explosion on board while in the northern Indian Ocean,
according to the U.S. Maritime Administration.

The attack marks the first major confrontation with Iran for Bennett, who took over as
premier in June after a coalition deal unseated Israel’s long-serving Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. Netanyahu is suspected of launching a series of attacks
targeting Iran, including explosions at the country’s main enrichment site and the
killing of a prominent military nuclear scientist.

However, Bennett as well has made hawkish comments in the past about needing to
attack "the head of the octopus" in Tehran as opposed to Iran’s regional militias like
Hezbollah in Lebanon. The attack on the Mercer Street marks the first during his time
as prime minister and analysts suggest he could seek a major attack in retaliation.

"Israel may wish to deliver a resounding blow; that’s the spirit of political sources’
comments in Jerusalem," wrote Amos Harel, a longtime military analyst for the
Israeli newspaper Haaretz.

"This blow will be aimed at ending things without a tit-for-tat that could escalate. But
as usual, events also depend on the other side."

Black Lives Matter Support for Socialism Creates Sharp Divide with Cuban
Americans

Adrian Carrasquillo - Newsweek

As Cuban protesters spilled onto the streets and allies took to social media to express
their solidarity with historic demonstrations unseen in Cuba over the last half century,
one statement received outsized attention and derision.
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Eva Marie UZCATEGUI / AFP/Getty Images People hold Cuban flags and placards
during a protest showing support for Cubans demonstrating against their government,

in Miami, Florida on July 16, 2021.

Black Lives Matter, the organization behind the movement that The New York
Times called the largest in American history, condemned the U.S. embargo in the first
line of its statement, while lauding Cuba for "historically demonstrating solidarity
with oppressed peoples of African descent."

For Cuban-Americans across the political spectrum who put the blame for the
desperation Cubans on the island feel at the feet of the dictatorship that runs the
country, it was seen as a slap in the face.

"So many of us have marched at Black Lives Matter rallies," said filmmaker Tony
Hernandez, whose parents fled Cuba on freedom flights in 1967, and who has made
ads for Democrats.

"My daughters and I, we believe wholeheartedly that Black Lives Matter and you
shouldn't get the sh** kicked out of you by cops, and a 12-year-old shouldn't be shot
because he has a toy gun," he said.

"But when it comes to Cuban suffering we see Black Lives Matter take the side of the
oppressor, rather than the side of the oppressed."

"What happened to George Floyd is happening to hundreds of people on the island,"
he told Newsweek.

In the wake of the BLM statement, Laz Alonso, a Black actor of Cuban descent,
released an Instagram video that has received more than 750,000 views. In it he
states bluntly that to reduce Cuba's problems to simply the U.S. embargo, which
began in 1962, is "unethical," "insensitive," "tone-deaf" and "willfully ignorant."
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Many Cuban-Americans who spoke with Newsweek reiterated their support for the
group's central tenet that Black lives matter, while denouncing and distancing
themselves from leaders of the organization who support socialism. After the BLM
statement, a Miami Herald op-ed declared "Afro-Cuban lives don't matter to the
shameful leaders of Black Lives Matter."

Emma McIntyre/Getty Images Co-founder of Black Lives Matter Los Angeles Youth
Vanguard Thandiwe Abdullah attends 'Women's March Los Angeles hosts March For
Our Lives LA: Road to Change & the Parkland survivors & activists' at St. Elmo's
Village on July 20, 2018 in Los Angeles, California. Emma McIntyre/Getty Images

Thandiwe Abdullah, a Black Lives Matter activist who wrote the first draft of the
Cuba statement, told Newsweek a widely held belief within the organization,
regardless of race, is that "As Americans, our job is not to talk about the Cuban
government, we don't live in Cuba, we don't know the intricacies and nuances. That is
not our lived experience. Our lived experience is with the American regime."

"Many people within BLM believe it's our responsibility as people who live in
America to speak up when our country is destabilizing other countries," she said.

As the Cuban government engages in a brutal crackdown to stamp out the embers of
protest, including arrests and mass trials with swift convictions, the regime change
that many Cuban-Americans pray for many not come soon.

But the legacy of the protests will continue to reverberate from Miami to Washington,
and the rift between an ascendant but controversial Black-led organization and south
Florida's influential Cuban-American bloc is likely to continue to fester, and could
have political repercussions moving forward.
Black Americans and Cubans in south Florida have a history fraught with conflict.



The Civil Rights Movement and Cuban Revolution 'Collide'
According to "On the Edge: Blacks and Hispanics in Metropolitan Miami Since
1959," written by Raymond A. Mohl in 1990, more than 800,000 Cubans arrived in
south Florida from 1959 to 1980 to escape the Cuban revolution, "just as the civil
rights movement was opening things up for long-depressed and long-repressed black
communities,"

By June 1963, Mohl notes, discussion of "Cuban economic competition with Miami
Blacks" had become commonplace. That's when Ebony magazine published a piece
on the "Cuban invasion" of south Florida.

Cubans, Mohl wrote, injected "new life" into the city, but "also brought in the wake of
their invasion a host of grave social and economic problems." Those problems
included competition for jobs, housing, schools, and government services.

"The Cubans are slowly taking over the business of Dade County," complained the
Miami Times, the city's Black weekly newspaper, in 1966.

Protests in 1968 during the Republican National Convention in Miami Beach led to
racial violence, with Cuban economic competition and government favoritism among
the official explanations.

The book includes a New York Times quote from 1974 that summed it up as, "The role
of the Cubans in the Miami job market of the early sixties contributed to a legacy of
racial tension that hangs over black-Cuban relations today."

But economic anxiety wasn't the only thing worrying Black Americans in south
Florida.
Police brutality, including the shocking killing of Arthur McDuffie, a 33-year-old
former Marine who ran a red light and was beaten by a dozen police officers, fell into
a coma and later died, also enraged African-Americans. Five months after his death,
an all-white Tampa jury acquitted the cops, leading to the 1980 McDuffie riots.

While the officers are often described as white, one was 25-year-old Cuban Alex
Marrero, who was charged with second-degree murder after testimony that he swung
his heavy-duty flashlight with two hands and struck the forehead of McDuffie,
according to "McDuffie: The Case Behind Miami's Riots," written by Patrice
Gaines-Carter.

Some people in the Cuban community raised money for Marrero's defense, claiming
he was given a heavier charge because he was a minority, Gaines-Carter wrote.
The claim received some support in the Black community. However, the Black
community also called for murder charges against all of the officers involved in the
beating, Gaines-Carter concluded.

"The Black and Cuban community have experienced tension for decades," Danielle
Clealand, associate professor of Mexican American and Latina/o studies at the
University of Texas at Austin and the author of "The Power of Race in Cuba,"
told Newsweek.



But she said one need not look all the way back to race riots and the economic anxiety
of the 1960's to find it. She said it was just last year when BLM protests were
counter-protested by Cuban-Americans waving Trump flags.

"Cubans on the left who might feel betrayed by BLM's statements have to put all of
this in context with the relationship with all white Cubans and Black Americans in
Miami, calling it an outgrowth of "significant anti-Blackness."
Another example, she said, was the way police escorted Cuban-American protesters
down the main thoroughfares in Miami, in contrast to how BLM protesters were
treated.

"There's a lot of privilege that white Cubans hold," she said. "And sometimes the
anti-socialism rhetoric can be a cover for anti-Blackness."

Where Black Lives Matter Stands on Cuba Now
When Fidel Castro died in 2016, Black Lives Matter tweeted "Rest in Power
#FidelCastro." So it did not come as a surprise when, in the wake of the group's
comments about the Cuban embargo, the old tweet began to rocket around social
media by disgusted Cuban-Americans who were angry at the organization's leaders.

Clealand said Cuba was often "romanticized" by Black Cubans, which came out of
the early years of the revolution and Castro's talk about marginalization and ending
racial segregation, including missions abroad and opening borders to the Black
Liberation Movement.

Clealand said she agreed with BLM's comments about the U.S. embargo, but was also
critical of the organization's statement. "The part I didn't agree with was Cuba being
historically in solidarity with Black folks. I took issue with that," she said.

"Although Cuba has engaged with missions abroad to support Black countries, they
have not been in solidarity with Black folks in Cuba. For me, I couldn't stay silent
when BLM was praising a government that would not allow BLM to exist in that
country."

Marc Lamont Hill, the host of Black News Tonight on BET, said that BLM as a
movement "is committed to dismantling structures of exploitation." But he
acknowledged the complexities in a conversation with Newsweek and in a recent
segment on his show that featured Clealand as well.

"The contradictions of the Cuban revolution are not unclear to many of us," Hill said.
"There's a tendency to romanticize revolutions in Cuba, Syria, and Venezuela, and we
have to hold space for that critique as well."

A source close to Black Lives Matter, who asked for anonymity because the backlash
to the group's Cuba statement has led to insults and #SOSCuba supporters calling
them the N-word via email, acknowledged there is nothing "revolutionary" about
"state violence" by the Cuban government.

But they said there is a political aspect to the Black Lives Matter Global Network
Foundation's response to the unrest in Cuba. "The way in which this movement is kind



of honing in on Afro-Cubans as a legitimate voice I find to be very important and also
tricky," the source said.

"Some of what seems to be happening here is people telling us to listen to the Black
people in Cuba tell us how terrible the government is but using it to pursue more of
an anti-communist agenda, rather than a pro-democracy agenda."

Abdullah, the co-founder of the Black Lives Matter Youth Vanguard and author of the
original draft of the group's statement on the embargo, is part of the ongoing legacy
of the organization, but also represents the hard lines that may keep some
Cuban-Americans from wanting to further engage with the group.

She is only 17, yet she was been affiliated with the group since she was 9, when her
single mother began organizing around the galvanizing killing of Trayvon Martin as
an original Black Lives Matter member.

"I keep thinking about that myself, all these bold people are really beefing with a
17-year-old," she told Newsweek. "I compare the Cuban government to the
government I know," she said.

"I definitely do view Fidel and the revolution as more pro-Black than the government
I'm living in. Cuba stood in solidarity with Black revolutionaries, like Assata Shakur,
and going to African countries. That's more than I can say for my own country."

The Political Legacy On U.S. Shores and Obstacles for Democrats
When word got around that the original leaders of Black Lives Matter were "trained
Marxists," it wasn't just shared by right wing provocateurs or Trump supporters,
like Mark Levin and Rudy Giuliani, but by Cuban-Americans of all political stripes
who had found an old interview with one of the group's original co-founders, Patrisse
Cullors.

"We actually do have an ideological frame," she said then of herself and co-founder
Alicia Garza, who no longer leads the group. "Myself and Alicia in particular are
trained organizers. We are trained Marxists. We are super-versed on, sort of,
ideological theories," she said.

"And I think that what we really tried to do is build a movement that could be utilized
by many, many Black folk."

"We don't necessarily want to be the vanguard of this movement," she added.

"I think we've tried to put out a political frame that's about centering who we think
are the most vulnerable amongst the Black community, to really fight for all of our
lives. And I do think that we have some clear direction around where we want to take
this movement."

Vanessa Garcia, a Miami playwright, created the acclaimed "The Amparo
Experience," which traces the history of Havana Club Rum by transporting the
audience back to Cuba in the 1950s, showing how the distillery's founding
Arechabala family was ripped apart by Fidel Castro's revolution.
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Married to a Black man, supportive of BLM, and "voting blue" in recent years,
Garcia said "the problem that I and the Cuban-American community had with Black
Lives Matter is the leaders of the organization saying they were trained Marxists and
essentially that a solution to the problems in this country is Marxism."

Even if the Cuban protests fade, this thorny political dynamic could create an ongoing
headache for Democrats looking to claw back Latino support in south Florida.

"The politics is difficult for Democrats," said former Miami Dade GOP chair Nelson
Diaz. He stressed that while he "strongly" believes "that Black lives do matter," he is
not a supporter of the organization because of its political views.

"It's a big political problem for the Democrats, who essentially have to choose
between regaining what they lost with the Hispanic vote in south Florida and the
Black Lives Matter movement," he said.

"And it seems you can't have both because the organization, not the movement, has
chosen to side with a socialist dictatorship."

Felice Gorordo, who was a member of the Biden campaign's national finance
committee, met last week with President Joe Biden at the White House, along with
national security advisor Jake Sullivan and other Cuban-American activists.

He told Newsweek that Biden made it very clear he stands firmly with the Cuban
people who are risking it all. Gorordo said Biden pledged to do everything he can to
hold the Cuban government accountable, provide humanitarian assistance and access
to remittances, and work to improve the internet on the island, saying "every option is
on the table."

Fernand Amandi, Obama's former pollster on the Latino vote, told Newsweek that for
many like him who support the larger BLM movement "and the necessary idea that
black lives matter," the leaders that have co-opted it "are doing tremendous damage
to the larger movement that millions of people around the world support."

"Tone deaf and factually inaccurate statements allow Republicans working in bad
faith to further weaponize and poison the otherwise tremendous goodwill that exists
for many around the BLM movement," he said.

Abdullah, like others around BLM, said more dialogue between Black organizers and
Cuban-Americans could help bridge some of these gaps, but she said that dialogue
must begin in an honest place.

"It was funny to me when there was all this outrage, a lot of Cuban-Americans took
Black Lives Matter out of their bio," she said, pointing to accounts on social media.

"If this is something that makes you question your solidarity with Black people, then I
don't think you understand what Black people want, Black radical history, and what
liberation would mean," she said. "When we have these conversations, what does it
mean to be an ally? The black square doesn't make you an ally."
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"Cuban-Americans are asking Black folks to have an understanding of history with
the Cuban government, but they have to have that understanding on both sides,"
Abdullah said.

How England went from Delta disaster to looking 'better than it ever has before'
Alexander Smith - NBC News

LONDON — It looked like a rolling disaster: England lifting almost all coronavirus
restrictions just as the highly transmissible delta variant was sending infection rates
skyrocketing.

Provided by NBC News

But British Prime Minister Boris Johnson's gamble could well pay off, at least in the
short term, providing a lesson to other countries desperate for any light at the end of
the pandemic tunnel.

"I think the U.K. is in a very favorable position, a better position than it's ever been
during the pandemic," said Francois Balloux, a professor of biosciences at University
College London. "I would say the near future, and perhaps even the long-term future,
looks better than it ever has before."

Crucial to Britain's apparent success are vaccines. The U.K. boasts one of the world's
most successful campaigns, with more than 88 percent of adults receiving one dose,
and 73 percent a second, according to government data as of Wednesday.

For the U.S., that drops to 70 percent for one dose and 60 percent for two —
and rates are far lower in Southern states such as Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana and
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Mississippi. Officials there are now in the same race of vaccine-versus-variant that
Britain has been battling this summer.

"Many people in the U.S. and Europe are following very closely the situation in the
U.K.," Balloux said.

Experts were aghast when last month Johnson pressed ahead with "Freedom Day" —
so named by the tabloid press — despite the United Kingdom suffering the world's
highest daily infection rate at the time.

English restaurants were allowed to open at full capacity, bass once again shook
nightclub dance floors, and social gatherings weren't limited in size. (Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland run their own health policies and have reopened slightly more
cautiously.)

Masks were no longer mandatory in English public transport and shops — although
some city authorities, such as Transport for London, kept them in place.

Some citizens responded with trepidation, particularly vulnerable people who felt
allowing infections to rip through the country put them at risk because vaccines do
not fully protect them.

Others drank it in — quite literally when it came to dance-floor crowds who counted
down to midnight on July 18, when U.K. restrictions lifted. Most controls had already
been relaxed in time for Euro 2020, a soccer tournament hosted in part at London's
Wembley Stadium.

The writhing sea of drunken bodies on the day of the final between England and
Italy gave no clue that a pandemic was still raging. Experts believe the tournament,
coupled with a washout early summer, are two reasons cases rose sharply from late
May to mid-July.
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Rob Pinney Image: London's Egg London nightclub in the early hours of July 19 (Rob
Pinney / Getty Images)

Even though the government's "wall of immunity" kept most vaccinated people out of
hospitals and morgues, many critics worried that allowing cases to hit 200,000 a day
(as one former top government scientific adviser predicted) could breed new
variants and leave hundreds of thousands of people with long-Covid.

Some accused Johnson's Conservative Party of paying more attention to their
libertarian beliefs than science. But the government held firm. And in mid-July, just as
daily cases hit 60,000, they began to decline. More encouraging was data from
Scotland, where infections not only began to fall a few weeks before England's, but
were followed by a decline in hospitalizations, too.

This third wave for the U.K. has been nothing like its first two, which caused nearly
130,000 deaths and briefly the world's highest daily deaths per capita. Whereas
January's peak saw 80,000 daily cases and 1,300 daily deaths, July's peak of 60,000
daily cases brought no more than 78 deaths in one day.

Experts say this is incontrovertible proof of the vaccines' power.
Both Scotland and England's decline followed their respective exits from Euro 2020.
During the tournament, men were 30 percent more likely than women to test
positive, according to Imperial College London research. This, after weeks in which
mostly male fans packed onto trains to travel to stadiums and crammed into pubs to
watch games.

Driving cases down further, many experts believe, was a brief spell of fine weather,
coupled by hundreds of thousands of children being off from school because of
infections or symptoms, or being told to isolate because of close contact with people
who had tested positive.

The vaccine has been supplemented, too. The U.K. had two devastating waves in 2020,
meaning that today, either by shot or illness, an estimated 90 percent of people have
Covid-19 antibodies, according to the Office for National Statistics.
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Niklas Halle'n Image: Shoppers on Portobello Road market in London's Notting Hill
(Niklas Halle'n / AFP via Getty Images)

The U.K. is far from out of the woods yet, though
Allowing high numbers of cases to circulate could breed more variants. The publicly
funded National Health Service is not at risk of collapse, as was the fear during the
height of the pandemic, but some hospitals are under severe pressure as Covid-19
admissions compound backlogs and stresses in other areas.

Furthermore, many experts expect cases to rise again in the fall and winter, when kids
return to school and adults huddle indoors to escape the worsening weather and
Britain's long nights. That has set the stage for the latest battleground in the British
pandemic: vaccinating children.

The U.K. says children over 12 will only be offered a vaccine if they are vulnerable or
live with someone who is. Government advisers say that the risk of side effects,
including an inflammation of the heart muscle, is vanishing-ly small. But so, too, is
their risk of serious illness from Covid-19.

Critics say that not vaccinating children leaves a gaping hole in Britain's wall of herd
immunity.
"We should use this precious time to prepare for school openings and vaccinate
adolescents," Deepti Gurdasani, a clinical epidemiologist at Queen Mary University
in London, tweeted Monday.

"If declines in school attendance and subsequent closures were partly responsible for
this drop, they will reverse when schools open."
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